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In history, ①state-owned commercial banks never caught people’s eyes like they 
do today. Getting rid of non-performing asset, enormous foreign exchange capital 
injection, successful listing in international capital market, and so on, makes the entire 
world focus on the reform of Chinese state-owned commercial banks. The 
government is trying its best to create a good external environment for state-owned 
bank reform; meanwhile, inner parts of state-owned commercial banks are also 
experiencing comprehensive changes and innovation of management system. After 
more than 20 years’ development, internal Funds Transfer Pricing, initially as an 
effective means of separating net interest income sources of banks, has become an 
essential management tool of modern commercial bank. In the background of interest 
rate marketization, state-owned commercial banks are in great need of the 
establishment of Funds Transfer Pricing mechanism so as to improve the level of 
management.  
The thesis elaborates on the general concept of internal Funds Transfer Pricing, 
and operating mechanism of this system in bank management, analyzes the pricing 
modes and pricing rules, compares and analyzes the status quo of capital management 
of state-owned commercial banks and the necessity of the implementation of Funds 
Transfer Pricing system. Based on Funds Transfer Pricing theory of western 
commercial banks, the thesis also carries out demonstrative analysis to the 
implementation of internal Funds Transfer Pricing of China Construction Bank, 
establishes the whole train of thought of the implementation of this system in 
state-owned commercial banks, analyzes in details the establishment and application 
effects of Funds Transfer Pricing methodology in China Construction Bank, analyzes 
the difficulties in the implementation of Funds Transfer Pricing in Chinese 
state-owned commercial banks and offers relevant proposals. 
Points with innovation of the thesis: (1) established theoretical frame of Funds 
Transfer Pricing in commercial banks; (2) combining theory with practice, starting 
from the practice of China Construction Bank, sketched out the overall frame and 
                                                        
① refers to former four state-owned commercial banks including Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), 
Agricultural Bank of China (ABC), Bank of China (BOC) and China Construction Bank (CCB). Up to now, ICBC, 
BOC and CCB have been restructured to joint-stock commercial banks and ABC is still being restructured. This 















method concerning the establishment of internal Funds Transfer Pricing system; (3) 
analyzed the difficulties of state-owned commercial banks in the implementation of 
Funds Transfer Pricing system and offered relevant proposals, namely, suggest that 
state-owned commercial banks to establish management mode with style of head 
office centralization. Brought forward train of thought of establishing price curve 
based on SHIBOR.  
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一、 序 论 
(一）选题背景 
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